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This addition to the ICC series is an introduction to the Epistles to Timothy and Titus, treating their structure, origin and character, followed by
a detailed investigation of the texts. Professor Marshall concludes that the composition is not as unstructured as some commentators have
suggested, but rather is carefully conceived. Each section of the Epistles is discussed on the basis of the Greek text. Scholars and students
will find the commentary particularly helpful with its lexical information on the Greek words and its careful discussion of the syntactical
problems. This is a fresh and comprehensive commentary on the Pastoral Epistles from a scholar of international renown.
Blossoms of the Savannah is the story of two sisters, Taiyo and Resian, who are on the verge of womanhood and torn between their personal
ambitions and the humiliating duty to the Nasila tradition. Relocation to their rural home heralds a cultural alienation born of their refusal to
succumb to female genital mutilation and early marriages. In pursuit of the delicate and elusive socio-economic cultural balance in Nasila,
Ole. Kaelo, the girls' father is ensnared by a corrupt extortionist. To extricate himself he sends his daughters into a flat-spin labyrinth from
which they have to struggle to escape.
This is the first comprehensive estate-planning guide for those living with a chronic disease or disability. This book is targeted at those
planning for the disbursement of their estates, no matter their size. Estate-planning is crucial for those living with a chronic disease or
disability: individuals must express their preferences whether to receive long-term care at home rather than in a nursing home in the event
that they become more disabled, and it is more important for one who has a chronic illness to name a power of attorney. Estate Planning for
People with a Chronic Condition or Disability covers all of those topics plus: How to write your will How to determine how much life insurance
your family needs How to figure out whether you need a living trust Learn about powers of attorney When to work with a lawyer, if you need
to The book also includes downloadable sample forms for: Power of Attorney Living Will Designation of Proxy for Financial and Health
Decisions
Orthopaedic Physiotherapy is one of the major specialties of the art and the science of physiotherapy. It plays a vital role in the rehabilitation
of the physically handicapped. There are a large number of books on orthopaedics and physiotherapy, but they all deal with these subjects as
a separate entity. There is not even a single book that provides the overall picture of the total therapeutic management. This book, the first of
its kind, fills the gap. About the Author : - Vijaya D. Joshi, (MD) Professor & Head, Terna Medical College, Nerul, Navi Mumbai, Formerely,
Professor of Physiology, Seth G. S. Medical College, Parel , Mumbai, India.
Betrayal in the City, first published in 1976 and 1977, was Kenya's national entry to the Second World Black and African Festival of Arts and
Culture in Lagos, Nigeria. The play is an incisive, thought-provoking examination of the problems of independence and freedom in postcolonial African states, where a sizeable number of people feel that their future is either blank or bleak. In the words of Mosese, one of the
characters: "It was better while we waited. Now we have nothing to look forward to. We have killed our past and are busy killing our
future."--Page 4 of cover.
The author of The Phenomenon of Man reconciles passionate faith with the rigor of scientific thinking. With his unique background as a
geologist, paleontologist, and Jesuit priest, Pierre Teilhard de Chardin was a powerful exponent of the view that scientific theories could
comfortably coexist with religious faith. To this day, his ideas provoke passionate debates in communities that view science and faith as
necessarily separate ideologies. In this collection of nineteen essays, Teilhard seeks to illuminate a middle ground between science and
religion that he felt both disciplines could accept. He explores the Fall and original sin, the possibility of life on other planets, and the role that
God may have played in the process of human evolution, successfully challenging contemporary theologians to rethink their views of the
universe and its creation. “Like other great visionary poets—Blake, Hopkins, Yeats—Teilhard engages the reader both intellectually and
sensually.” —The Washington Post Book World “An excellent blend of theological speculation with practical or ascetical application.”
—Catholic Telegraph

What fashion-conscious ladies were wearing 2,000 years ago — from transparent gowns and pointy-toed sandals favored by the
ancient Egyptians to the graceful robes and tunics preferred by the Greeks and Romans.
Karigan G'ladheon is a Green Rider - a seasoned member of the royal messenger corps whose loyalty and bravery have already
been tested many times. And her final, explosive magical confrontation with Mornhavon the Black should have killed her. But
rather than finding death, and peace, Karigan wakes to a darkness deeper than night. The explosion has transported her
somewhere - and into a sealed stone sarcophagus - and now she must escape, somehow, before the thinning air runs out and her
mysterious tomb becomes her grave. Where is she? Does a trap, laid by Mornhavon, lie beyond her prison? And if she can
escape, will she find the world beyond the same - or has the magic taken her out of reach of her friends, home and King forever...?
'Kristen Britain is one of the most astonishing fantasy writers working today' Tess Gerritsen, NEW YORK TIMES bestselling
author.
The sequel to Lead Me Not, this dangerously sexy second installment in the Twisted Love series continues Aubrey and Maxx’s
love story, from New York Times bestselling author A. Meredith Walters—who “writes the most beautifully flawed characters that
still have you swooning” (Sawyer Bennett, USA TODAY bestselling author of the Off series). Aubrey Duncan has loved…and lost.
Should she follow a heart that’s betrayed her or a head that tells her to let go? Maxx Demelo’s addiction almost destroyed him. It
ruined his life and, most importantly, his relationship with the only girl he ever loved. He has vowed to become the man Aubrey
Duncan deserves. Even if he has to tear himself apart to do it. So he enters rehab, trying to fix the parts of him that are shattered
as he longs to be healthy and whole. Aubrey lost everything because she chose to listen to her heart. Now she has sworn to put
herself first, to heal in the only way that she can…far away from Maxx and his demons. But just as Aubrey is starting over, Maxx is
released from rehab and thrust back into her world, determined to prove how much they still need each other. And the chaos that
had defined them threatens to unleash once again… But a heart, no matter how broken, is impossible to ignore.
Africa is a marriage of cultures: African and Asian, Islamic and Euro-Christian. Nowhere is this fusion more evident than in the
formation of Swahili, Eastern Africa's lingua franca, and its cultures. Swahili Beyond the Boundaries: Literature, Language, and
Identity addresses the moving frontiers of Swahili literature under the impetus of new waves of globalization in the twentieth and
twenty-first centuries. These momentous changes have generated much theoretical debate on several literary fronts, as Swahili
literature continues to undergo transformation in the mill of human creativity. Swahili literature is a hybrid that is being reconfigured
by a conjuncture of global and local forces. As the interweaving of elements of the colonizer and the colonized, this hybrid
formation provides a representation of cultural difference that is said to constitute a "third space," blurring existing boundaries and
calling into question established identitarian categorizations. This cultural dialectic is clearly evident in the Swahili literary
experience as it has evolved in the crucible of the politics of African cultural production. However, Swahili Beyond the Boundaries
demonstrates that, from the point of view of Swahili literature, while hybridity evokes endless openness on questions of home and
identity, it can simultaneously put closure on specific forms of subjectivity. In the process of this contestation, a new synthesis may
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be emerging that is poised to subject Swahili literature to new kinds of challenges in the politics of identity, compounded by the
dynamics and counterdynamics of post-Cold War globalization.
The complete and “charming” (Gourmet) collection of deliciously old-fashioned and deeply satisfying recipes from everyone’s
favorite New York City cupcake bakery—Magnolia Bakery. Ever since the original Magnolia Bakery opened its doors in 1996,
people have lined up day and night to satisfy their sugar cravings—and this book is Magnolia’s comprehensive guide to making all
of their beloved desserts, including their home-style cupcakes, layer cakes, banana pudding, and other treats. Illustrated with color
and black-and-white photographs that capture the daily life of the bakery, The Complete Magnolia Bakery Cookbook shows you
how to make their famous banana pudding, sinfully rich buttercream icing and red velvet cake, and dozens more irresistible
desserts.
Haikuwa Sahihi... (Not Quite Right)Genesis Press Kiswahili

Long before American Indian women’s literature achieved its current popularity, the writings of E. Pauline Johnson
(1861-1913) pioneered the field. A mixed-blood of Mohawk-English descent, Johnson gained renown for literary recitals
and theatrical performances in Canada, England, and the United States, being billed at the turn of the century as the
"Mohawk Princess." Many of Johnson’s stories in The Moccasin Maker depict nineteenth-century Indian women caught
between the forces of cultural continuity and the pressures of assimilation.
Classic graduate-level exposition covers theory and applications to ordinary and partial differential equations. Includes
derivation of Laplace transforms of various functions, Laplace transform for a finite interval, and more. 1948 edition.
Adelaide Binchley is probably the only fortysomething housewife and junior college dropout ever to be nominated for the
Nobel Prize in Physics, and she's certainly the only one whose career was launched by a bedpan. When Addie meets
Physics professor Jakob Pankowicz, she discovers that having just one person see a greater potential in her, and believe
in her even when she doesn't believe in herself, is all she needs to escape her self-imposed limits. In this hilarious and
touching novel, as she navigates the rough territory created by her teenage-feminist daughter, borderline delinquent son,
philandering husband, and the friends in her embroidery circle, Addie finds when one person selflessly reaches out to
another, that gesture has the power to change the world.
Young Jody Tiflin lives on his father's California ranch. He is thrilled when his father gives him a red pony, and later
promises him the colt of a bay mare. Both these gifts bring joy to Jodi's life - but tragedy soon follows. As Jodi begins to
learn the harsh lessons of life and death, he starts to understand what growing-up and becoming an adult really means.
The sixth edition of Understanding Contemporary Africa, and the first under the editorship of Peter Schraeder, combines
the historic strengths of the previous editions with coverage of new topics suggested over the years by the many
instructors who regularly assign the text in their classes.Entirely new chapters on the politics of public health, the
changing role of women, and LGBTQ rights, along with new treatments of such classic topics as geography, history,
politics, economics, international relations, kinship, religion, and more, make for an unparalleled introduction to the
complexities of Africa today.
Approximately 60% of all hospital-associated infections, over one million cases per year, are due to biofilms that have
formed on indwelling medical devices. Device-related biofilm infections increase hospital stays and add over one billion
dollars/year to U.S. hospitalization costs. Since the use and the types of indwelling medical devices commonly used in
modern healthcare are continuously expanding, especially with an aging population, the incidence of biofilm infections
will also continue to rise. The central problem with microbial biofilm infections of foreign bodies is their propensity to resist
clearance by the host immune system and all antimicrobial agents tested to date. In fact, compared to their free floating,
planktonic counterparts, microbes within a biofilm are 50 – 500 times more resistant to antimicrobial agents. Therefore,
achieving therapeutic and non-lethal dosing regimens within the human host is impossible. The end result is a conversion
from an acute infection to one that is persistent, chronic, and recurrent, most often requiring device removal in order to
eliminate the infection. This text will describe the major types of device-related infections, and will explain the host,
pathogen, and the unique properties of their interactions in order to gain a better understanding of these recalcitrant
infections.
The money-order: Centers on an illiterate, middle-aged Senegalese man named Dieng. Dieng has been unemployed for
some time, and he has two wives and several children. Dieng receives word that a money-order is waiting for him at the
post office. Dieng wants the money, but he faces much difficulty in obtaining it. He doesn't have proper identification, and
he even must pay a translator to read him the message with the order. Compounding Dieng's troubles is the fact that
Dieng's neighbors are learning of his recent windfall. Enter Mbaye, a so-called "New African". Effective in his business
dealings, Mbaye owns a villa on the other side of town. With a flourish of generosity, Mbaye promises to help Dieng cash
the money-order. White genesis: A teenager's pregnancy is beginning to show. This causes her mother much grief, as
the girl will not name the father. Suspicion in the village rests on a navetanekat, or migrant laborer. He denies any
involvement. Nevertheless, one of the brothers of Khar Madaiagua Diob (the expectant mother) tramples the laborer's
crops. An angry mob searches for the navetanekat for a few days. Eventually, the girl tells her mother the truth: her own
father is also the father of her child.
Using a distinctive blend of theory-based explanations and real-world applications, Fundamentals of Instrumentation, 2E
will guide users through the basics of instrumentation - from installation to wiring, process connections, and calibration.
The updated edition has improved readability and six new chapters covering the most critical topics in the industry such
as loop checking, loop turning, troubleshooting, testing techniques, and more. This excellent learning tool can be used by
anyone entering the field, or by a seasoned professional as a valuable reference on-the job. With the help of the book's
detailed illustrations, diagrams, and practical examples; users will gain proficiency in mounting, wiring, impulse tubing,
and the calibration principles of instrumentation. Benefits: * sidebars featuring safety and technical tips provide a context
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for applying information in real-world scenarios as it is learned * practical chapter objectives set the stage for information
about to be covered, allowing users to feel well-prepared or each topic * review and practice questions follow each
chapter to reinforce critical and hard-to-grasp concepts * running and comprehensive glossaries allow users to quickly
and easily locate definitions of key terms
Short story.
The incredible true story of British special agents Eileen and Jacqueline Nearne, sisters who risked everything to fight for
freedom during the Second World War. When elderly recluse Eileen Nearne died, few suspected that the quiet little old
lady was a decorated WWII war hero. Volunteering to serve for British intelligence at age 21, Eileen was posted to Nazioccupied France to send encoded messages of crucial importance for the Allies, until her capture by the Gestapo. Eileen
was not the only agent in her family; her sister Jacqueline was a courier for the French resistance. While Jacqueline
narrowly avoided arrest, Eileen was tortured by the Nazis, then sent to the infamous Ravensbrvock women's
concentration camp. Astonishingly, this resourceful young woman eventually escaped her captors and found her way to
the advancing American army. In this amazing true story of triumph and tragedy, Susan Ottaway unveils the secret lives
of two sisters who sacrificed themselves to defend their country.
A shocking expose of the CIA's role as drug baron, "White-Out" surveys the violent storm provoked by a series of articles
written by Gary Webb for the "San Jose Mercury News" which charged the agency with smuggling cocaine into the U.S.
for the purpose of undermining the youth in black urban neighborhoods.
Following the collapse of the Soviet Union in the early 1990s, Cuba found itself solely responsible for feeding a nation
that had grown dependent on imports and trade subsidies. With fuel, fertilizers, and pesticides disappearing overnight,
citizens began growing their own organic produce anywhere they could find space— on rooftops, balconies, vacant lots,
and even school playgrounds. By 1998 there were more than 8,000 urban farms in Havana producing nearly half of the
country's vegetables. What began as a grassroots initiative had, in less than a decade, grown into the largest sustainable
agriculture initiative ever undertaken, making Cuba the world leader in urban farming. Featuring a wealth of rarely seen
material and intimate portraits of the environment, Farming Cuba details the innovative design strategies and explores
the social, political, and environmental factors that helped shape this pioneering urban farming program.
Mona Lisa, msichana mwenye sura ya malaika na umbo la malkia anafakiwa kuutikisa ujabali wa Joram Kiango hata akakubali kustarehe
naye. Joram Kiango anajikuta katika mkasa mzito na wa kutisha, na ambao hajawahi kukutana nao maishani alipokurupuka usiku wa
manane na kumkuta Mona Lisa akiwa maiti, tundu la risasi likivuja damu kifuani mwake. Mkasa unazidi kuwa mzito pale Mona Lisa, aliyekufa
anapotokea, tena katika kila maficho ya Joram Kiango. Kila anapotokea maisha ya watu wengi wasiokuwa na hatia yanaangamia. Mona Lisa
ni binadamu wa kweli? Ni jini au ni malaika? Ni miongoni mwa maswali ambayo nusura yamtie wazimu Joram Kiango, jeshi zima na vikosi
vyote vya usalama. Ungana naye Joram kutatua kizungumkuti hiki kiso mwisho.
Askari Steed McGraw anavutiwa na msichana mrembo mtangazaji wa kituo cha televisheni cha Network TV Darce Clarke wakati anaingia
kwenye ofisi yake ya kifahari ili kutoa taarifa ya kifo cha rafiki yake kipenzi, Kenneth Wawick. Lakini ghafla mvuto huo unabadilika na kuwa
karaha pale anapokataa kukubali ukweli kwamba kifo cha rafiki yake kipenzi kilitokana na kujiua mwenyewe. Baada ya kuishi kwa miaka
mingi na machungu ya maswali yasiyojibiwa baada ya baba yake ambaye alikuwa askari kupoteza maisha akiwa kazini, Steed anafanya kila
awezalo ili Darce apate hisia za machungu aliyoishi nayo kwa miaka yote katika maisha yake. Lakini akijua kwamba kuna kitu ambacho
hakiko sawa kuhusu kujiua kwake, Darce anakataa kukata tamaa mpaka pale atakapoupata ukweli, uchunguzi thabiti unaoishia kwa kesi
mbili kwa mpigo bila kutegemewa.
Bob Tarte had his first encounter with a cat when he was two and a half years old. He should have learned his lesson then, from Fluffy. But
as he says, “I listened to my heart instead, and that always leads to trouble.” In this tell-all of how the Tarte household grew from one
recalcitrant cat to six—including a hard-to-manage stray named Frannie—Tarte confesses to allowing these interlopers to shape his and his
wife’s life, from their dining habits to their sleeping arrangements to the placement and furriness of their furniture. But more than that, Bob
begins seeing Frannie and the other cats as unlikely instructors in the art of achieving contentment, even in the face of illness and injury.
Bewitched by the unknowable nature of domesticated cats, he realizes that sometimes wildness and mystery are exactly what he needs. With
the winning humor and uncanny ability to capture the soul of the animal world that made Enslaved by Ducks a success, Tarte shows us that
life with animals gives us a way out of our narrow human perspective to glimpse something larger, more enduring, and more grounded in the
simplicities of love—and catnip.
'Absolutely magical ... Always intriguing' Richard Adams author of Watership Down. Behind the realm of man lie the wild roads. Weaving
through time and space, these hidden pathways carry the natural energies – the spirits, the dreams – of the world. No creature can slip into
the shadows and travel the wild roads better than the cat. For millennia, cats have patrolled the tangled paths, maintaining balance and order,
guarding against corruption and chaos. It is dangerous territory: for those who control the wild roads hold the keys to the world. Amid a
struggle between the purest good and the darkest evil, here are tales of duty and destiny, of courage and comradeship among the
extraordinary creatures who brave the wild roads... Secure in a world of privilege and safety, Tag is happy with life as a house cat – until the
dreams begin. Hazy dreams of strange pathways, of a mission he must undertake and of a terrible responsibility he will bear. Armed with the
cryptic message, Tag must bring the King and Queen of cats to Tintagel before the spring equinox. Meanwhile, a man known only as the
Alchemist doggedly hunts the Queen for his own ghastly ends. And if the Alchemist captures her, the world will never be safe again...
Nature documentaries often depict animal life as a grim struggle for survival, but this visually stunning book opens our eyes to a different,
more scientifically up-to-date way of looking at the animal kingdom. In more than one hundred thirty striking images, The Exultant Ark
celebrates the full range of animal experience with dramatic portraits of animal pleasure ranging from the charismatic and familiar to the
obscure and bizarre. These photographs, windows onto the inner lives of pleasure seekers, show two polar bears engaged in a bout of
wrestling, hoary marmots taking time for a friendly chase, Japanese macaques enjoying a soak in a hot spring, a young bull elk sticking out
his tongue to catch snowflakes, and many other rewarding moments. Biologist and best-selling author Jonathan Balcombe is our guide,
interpreting the images within the scientific context of what is known about animal behavior. In the end, old attitudes fall away as we gain a
heightened sense of animal individuality and of the pleasures that make life worth living for all sentient beings.
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